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FORCE FIELD

13.11.1955, 12:48 h UTC-5, New York, New York

Type: COORDINATOR [PROJECTOR]
Energy Mode: Recognition by way of successfully guiding resources and energy

Force Field Characteristic: focussing, sensing

Explanation (4)

Profile: 2/4 Selective Networker "DIVA"
Split Definition

AUTHENTIC ROLES

LEADER - STORYTELLER - EXPLAINER - TRANSMITTER

U N C O N S C I O U S  P O T E N T I A L S C O N S C I O U S  P O T E N T I A L S

S i 4 4 Theses Insight 43 2 q

E 49 4 Principles Clarity 23 2 a

NN 11 3 Ideas Tactic 26 1 w

SN 12 3 Appropriateness Accumulation 45 1 s

Mo i 56 5 Stimulation Collaboration 44 5 y

Me m 59 4 Intimacy Collaboration 44 2 x

V m 7 6 Strategy Focussing 9 5 e

Ma 4 5 Theses Intuition m 57 6 d

J i 7 1 Strategy Commitment m 29 6 c

Sa 1 3 Originality Insight 43 5 r

U i 56 4 Stimulation Influence 31 1 f

N m 32 6 Continuity Values 50 3 v

P 29 2 Commitment Commitment 29 5 t

STAGES OF LIFE: LINES:  
19. Dec 1984 Maturity 6 2 2 4
21. Feb 1996 Midlife 5 2 4 6
05. Mar 2005 Mastery 4 4 0 4
28. Oct 2014 Wisdom 3 3 1 4
19. Sep 2039 Release 2 1 3 4
  1 1 3 4
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BASIC TYPOLOGY

64keys distinguishes between five basic types. For each type life unfolds in a different way, while each type has its
very own strengths and weaknesses. The following description of the type you belong to mainly refers to the best
possible way for you to unfold when cooperating with others.

"COORDINATOR"

CHARACTERISTIC
Being a Coordinator, my own energy supply is limited. I am not a workhorse capable of unfolding my life’s energy at
all times, nor am I compelled to do so. Instead, I possess the valuable talent of easily perceiving other people’s life
force and, based on this perception, coordinating it. This enables me to guide and direct others. I have, so to
speak, built-in management and leadership qualities in terms of “sensible guidance”. My Force Field is
characterized by its unique capability to focus on and respond to other people. I am interested in the people
around me and in how they use their energy and life force.

STRENGTHS

Owing to my well-developed sense of perception I am capable of realizing and seeing what other people need. I am
very good at empathizing with others, which helps me detect whether or not they use their life force efficiently
and to their satisfaction. I have a gift to see through even complex systems. When I use this intellectual quality
with empathy, I am capable to fulfil leadership tasks very sensitively and become an exceptionally gifted
Coordinator. In this case I should not strive to be an authoritarian leader, but a sensitive guide. Thus, my
favourable management mode represents a modern and up-to-date form of leadership, for which I can get a lot of
appreciation, too. As a matter of fact, appreciation and success are very important to me. I know what it takes to
make cooperation successful. "I specialize in cooperation". And this calls for empathic Coordinators who know how
to delegate on a large scale.

WEAKNESSES

My weakness is the tendency to share my perceptions without being asked to. The fact that I easily perceive other
people’s needs may not always be welcome, as others could feel exposed by me. I should therefore use my gifts
defensively so as not to offend others. I need the support of other people, as they possess that continuous energy
to act, which I do not always have at my disposal. For me, successful cooperation is the ultimate goal. When I try
to act in an egocentric or authoritarian way, I may be met with rejection. And this kind of exclusion can make me
feel bitter. Once I learn not to work with my own energy, but sensitively coordinate that of others, I will be on the
road to success.

ADVICE

I am just not cut out to be busy all the time, but I am very skilled in perceiving things. My talents are outstanding
in that respect, but will only unfold when I am not busily occupied myself. My ability to perceive other people and
systems should be complemented by a solid education. This will help me safely find my way in the respective
system. For me, it is essential to observe the quality of how the different life forces in my environment unfold. If I
do not like what I see, that is to say, if I consider the energy to be uninviting, I am probably not in a suitable
environment or system at that time. Given the right environment, however, I will be able to unfold my potential
and bring in my very special talents.

SOME PROMINENT REPRESENTATIVES OF YOUR TYPE

Barack Obama, Angela Merkel, Marilyn Monroe, John F. Kennedy, Karl Marx, Kevin Spacey, Winston Churchill, Mark
Zuckerberg, Bob Marley, George Clooney, Woody Allen, Leonardo Di Caprio, Lady Diana Spencer, Mick Jagger,
Whoopi Goldberg, Kylie Minogue, Anna Netrebko, Barbara Streisand.
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CENTERS / FUNCTIONS

There are nine centers in every Force Field. Each center has a certain function and can either be open (white) or
defined (coloured). Mind you, open or defined does not mean better or worse. An open center has different potentials
than a defined one, and of course for each potential there is also a shadow. The following analysis provides you with
an overview of which of your centers are open (perceiving) and which are defined (impacting). Your opportunity for
development lies in moving out of the shadow mode to fulfilling the potential. Depending on whether a center’s colour
is orange or blue, it is either unconsciously (orange) or consciously (blue) defined.

My INSPIRATION CENTER is OPEN

POTENTIAL SHADOW
My open Inspiration Center has the potential to find out
exactly which issues other people are mentally dealing
with. When I am sensitive to the mental pressure of
others, I am good at finding answers to their questions.
In doing so I ought to distinguish whether or not those
questions are relevant to me. If they are not, I can
easily switch off and live without mental pressure.

My open Inspiration Center runs the risk of dealing with
all questions arising in my environment, even if those
questions have nothing to do with my own life. I
sometimes experience huge mental pressure when
others are searching for answers to questions. If I allow
myself to be influenced by this too much, I may have a
very hard time to relax and rest my mind.

My MIND CENTER is DEFINED

POTENTIAL SHADOW
My defined Mind is perfectly suited for drafting concepts
and formulating ideas. I know how to process
information in a certain way and conceive new thoughts
out of it. My Mind can be very inspiring to others, and
my concepts can make an important contribution. I am
most convincing when asked to express my ideas and
concepts.

My defined Mind is designed to think and process
information in a very particular way. If something does
not fit into my pattern of thought, I can be perceived as
being slow-witted. My way of thinking is rather definite.
This is why my concepts and ideas may not always seem
to match the current context.

My EXPRESSION CENTER is DEFINED

POTENTIAL SHADOW
I specialize in a certain way of talking or putting things
into action. I can be very sure of what I say or do and
also know how to convince others. I find it easy to make
myself heard and contribute to matters by way of
communication, which will also have an impact on my
environment.

My defined Expression Center can represent a limitation
in terms of how I express myself and how I put things
into practice. I may miss the current context, which in
turn could cause others to misunderstand or render my
actions and manifestations unsuitable in a given
situation. I may also tend to interrupt others and take
up too much space for my own expressions. 

My IDENTITY CENTER is DEFINED

POTENTIAL SHADOW
I can rely on my defined Identity to point out my
direction. I know who I am, which direction matches my
purpose and which people can accompany me along the
way. I have this kind of self-confidence that can be
appealing to others. I know how to follow my path and
provide direction to others.

My defined Identity can make me become very inflexible
when it comes to considering my way to be the only way
and, in doing so, maybe steamroller other people. My
identity is rather definite, and sometimes I have a hard
time adapting to the context or to other people. My self-
confidence may render me insensitive to grasping other
people's nature.
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My WILLPOWER CENTER is DEFINED

POTENTIAL SHADOW
Owing to my defined Willpower, I have a reliable source
of power at my disposal for putting that which I want
into practice. This kind of power may be in frequent
demand and highly desirable when cooperating with
others, as people recognize my ability to make an
important and determined contribution to the
development of the community. Thanks to my
Willpower I can be endowed with authority and
dominance.

My defined Willpower frequently refuses to
acknowledge the contributions of others appropriately,
as I want things to happen my way – the things I have
willpower for. This may be aggravating for others, as
they feel my ego dominance and maybe fight this
dominance or refuse their support. I ought to stay
sensitive to the needs of others so as to avoid the risk of
having to do things all on my own.

My EMOTIONAL CENTER is OPEN

POTENTIAL SHADOW
Owing to my open Emotions I am capable of sensing
other people’s feelings very acutely. Due to this
empathic capacity, no sensation and no emotion remain
hidden to me. I can sense very clearly how other people
feel and which emotions can affect them. Provided I
understand that much of what I feel is strongly
influenced by the feelings and emotions of those around
me, I can utilize this sensitivity with great success, and
not identify with the feelings of others.

My open Emotions make me very sensitive to the
feelings of other people. If possible, I should try to
avoid triggering negative emotions in others. This in
turn could make me try to please everybody and maybe
even seek harmony, when the smart thing to do would
be to take a firm stand. Even if this meant risking a
conflict. When I amplify the feelings of others, I can
come across as being emotionally short-tempered.

My INTUITION CENTER is DEFINED

POTENTIAL SHADOW
My defined Intuition is a very good safeguard, as it helps
me remain attentive and on the alert. I am able to
anticipate developments and make very spontaneous
decisions based on intuition. For me, it is important to
consciously perceive and trust my intuitions and
instincts. That way I am also able to convey a sense of
wellbeing and security to other people.

Owing to my defined Intuition, I feel safe within my
body – maybe sometimes too safe. As a result I can tend
to overestimate myself, not seeing possible dangers or
taking too great a risk. As I am able to convey a feeling
of security and wellbeing to others, it may happen that
other people become dependent on me and I have to
take over more responsibility than I wanted to.

My LIFE FORCE CENTER is OPEN

POTENTIAL SHADOW
Owing to my open Life Force, I have the gift of being
very efficient. I easily sense how others and I can utilize
their life force in the best possible way. This is why I
also have the ability to effectively coordinate or
manage the work of others. I am good at adapting my
creative powers to a given context and know how to
develop short-term superhuman strength. As long as I
notice in time when a break is needed, I find it easy to
regenerate and relax.

As I have an open Life Force, I am not cut out for
enduring strenuous efforts over a longer period of time.
I can get exhausted and feel overburdened when taking
up too much workload on a regular basis. For me it is
vitally important to pause and regenerate. My life
energy does not unfold evenly or at any time. The key
understanding here is to listen to my own body and only
do as much as I can without effort. Retreat and
regeneration are my fountains of youth.

My DRIVE CENTER is OPEN

POTENTIAL SHADOW
My open Drive Center provides me with a high degree of
equanimity. I am good at distinguishing whether or not
something is worth acting upon. When I am put under
external stress, I can be very fast and accomplish things
quickly. Without such outside pressure, I remain
unhurried and calm and find it easy to relax.

My open Drive Center can easily come under outside
pressure. I am susceptible to getting stressed by others,
which can lead me to do things very quickly – maybe too
quickly. This may cause a lot of hustle and bustle in my
environment. On the other hand, I sometimes feel
unmotivated and lazy, which is not a shortcoming,
however, but my relaxed and natural state.
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SPECIALIZATIONS 1 - 4

The specializations of a Force Field are the talents that can manifest themselves at any time and represent your most
important natural predispositions. 64keys distinguishes between 36 different specializations. Their combination allows
us to draw very accurate conclusions about the ways you can unfold authentically.

LEADING - Leadership as a means of effectively expressing a strategic direction and role. 
This specialization enables me to develop genuine leadership qualities. I know how to discern patterns and trends,
how to use them to develop strategies and present them in a way that will put me in a position to influence the
collective and lead them into the future. Here it is important to be nominated and authorized by the community to
do so. This can happen in the form of a distinct mandate or by way of democratic elections. So it is not about
developing an autocratic leadership style, but about putting the needs of the collective into the focus of attention.
I may not always be the formal leader, but once I have mastered a subject, I will always be able to exert influence
based on that. This can, for instance, also be the case should I be an artist. Basically, this is about my natural gift
to lead the collective toward an assured future. It is not a matter of satisfying one's individual claim to power, but
of putting this gift at the disposal of the collective in a serving way.

EXCHANGE - The interested and stimulating exchange of meaningful ideas and stories one has experienced.
This specialization enables me to use language in all its abundance. I am a wonderful storyteller. I am good at
wrapping my experiences in life, but also the experiences of others, into stories and anecdotes, and I just love it
when I gain the attention of my audience or trigger a response from them. That way, others can be highly
stimulated by my ideas and experiences. I am always curious to know things and am forever in search of new ideas
and answers. I am much more interested in this process of searching, than in finding the answers or the results. As
it is, others frequently find my ideas more valuable than I do. These ideas are therefore less suited to solve my own
problems, as the nature and result of this specialization always remains abstract and the answers that I give are not
concrete and maybe not directly applicable. "The way is the goal" – that’s what is really true of me.

STRUCTURING - The structured and clear expression of individual insights (from genius to freak).
This specialization allows me to express very individual thoughts and insights. This enables me to considerably
change the way the world is perceived. It is not a matter of gradually improving or modifying things that exist, but
of completely restructuring the way energy can be used more efficiently. The individual knowledge I share can
cause quantum leaps. In organizations this capacity will help me contribute to attaining new levels of productivity
and efficiency. However, my insights are not always welcome and sometimes cannot even be heard. My innovative
insights develop best when I am asked to express them. Frequently, these insights pop up quite unexpectedly, even
for me, and I may hear myself talking without even knowing where the things I say come from. I therefore can find
it difficult to prepare for an interview or a speech. Because the moment I start talking, the things I say may be
completely different to the ones I prepared.

INFLUENCE - The influence on the community based on adequate cooperation and skillful tactic.
This specialization enables me to use my instincts to sell or convey messages, products or my truth. It is my biggest
gift to adapt my expressions to the target audience so that my messages can be understood and I can thus reach my
goal. I am very quick in adjusting my position to suit the environment, which enables me to swiftly react to
changing market conditions and demands. I have a keen sense of what works and who can be of value to a team at
which position. It is the instinctive and creative art of doing business. And this is always a balancing act between
manipulation and creating value for customers or buyers. Many people with this kind of specialization are
businessmen and -women, filmmakers, journalists, advertising specialists or salespeople. Being effective is one of
the qualities of this specialization. In other words, to optimize the rate between input and output in order to reach
one's goals with perhaps a little less effort.

Further specializations can be formed when cooperating with others and depend on the person one interacts with.
Which kind of specializations they are, can be explored in interaction analyses or team analyses.
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"LIGHT & SHADOW"

Whoopi Goldberg

The following pages include a detailed description of your most important potentials. In it, the meaning of
each potential refers to the respective planet or celestial body through which it is activated.

Every activation can be expressed in its light mode or shadow mode. Whenever you leave the mode of
effortlessness and calmness, you run the risk of living the shadow and, as a consequence, encounter

resistance everywhere around.

Advancing one’s personal development requires knowing about one’s shadows and being aware of their
influence.
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q MISSION IN LIFE P-Sun

This activation is the most important one in your design. It shows your life’s mission, that is, the vital center around
which your life revolves. The essential point is to unfold, develop and fulfil this potential. It is the light that can make
you shine. Here is where you can be a “star”.

43.2
Insight

AREA: Mind / Q4

The individual insight that originates from the inner voice and determinedly establishes new orders.

Potential 43 is the mental gift to generate sudden individual insights. Also in the form of the proverbial “inner
voices” and “dropped pennies”. It has its very individual way of structuring knowledge. This potential is only
interested in its own insights and frequently deaf to the explanations of others, as it must know things for itself.
Here, insight happens impulsively, unpredictably. Suddenly it knows what there is to know. Until then the mind can
also be focused on inner voices and sounds. Knowledge that is generated this way represents a very subjective and
individual truth – freaky or ingenious.

ASPECT: Dedication
Unique insights through mental processes.

LIGHT
Unique mental habits that favour individual thought processes and promote the breakthrough of insights. >P<

SHADOW
The urge for expression tends to be careless, which can distort individual insights. >Mo<

a GROUNDEDNESS P-Earth

This activation indicates how your life’s mission can take roots. It is the potential that will help you “prepare the
ground” for your life’s mission, that is to say, the aspect that makes you well-grounded and self-confident. One’s
life’s mission and one’s rootedness are the - frequently opposed – aspects which together form a whole.

23.2
Clarity

AREA: Expression / Q2

Clear expression of individual multiformity of awareness and understanding.

Potential 23 expresses individual knowledge. Whenever individual insights have to be communicated to others, one
must do so very clearly in order to be heard and stand a chance of being understood. For individual knowledge can
be ingenious, freaky and sometimes even incoherent by nature. These inner voices and insights must be translated
and put into an appropriate context. Only then can other people understand and use them. 

ASPECT: Self-defence
The defence of individual clarity.

LIGHT
The preservation of tolerance and, at the same time, the defense of individual expression when there is hostility.

>J<

SHADOW
Tolerance is abandoned when the individual expression is in danger. >Mo<
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q APPEARANCE D-Sun

This activation represents your physical and unconscious aura. In other words the potential, which others perceive in
you. You yourself may not even be aware of this aura. But there is nothing you need to do to unfold the potential. It is
always there. It is the part of your genetic code that you inherited from your father.

4.4 i

Theses
AREA: Mind / Q3

Considering self-made theses and concepts to be valid despite the doubts that come with ignorance.

Potential 4 is about the ability to mentally create and process logical theses. It is also the imaginative power that
strives to anticipate the future. Such ideas and theses must first be tested and verified. Sometimes those theses
are sheer foolishness, but as long as they haven't been falsified, they are considered valid. If Potential 4 cannot
grasp something, it will reject it. When all aspects of a mental concept have been appraised objectively, true
understanding can evolve. The answers of Potential 4 can then lead to important changes in the world.

ASPECT: Role playing
Imaginative role play - elevated to an art form.

LIGHT
The potential to create imaginative ideas and credibly present them through appropriate behaviour. >S<

SHADOW
Fantasies are presented as facts, which will inevitably lead to humiliation when they are exposed as lies. >Sa<

a PURPOSE D-Earth

This activation indicates your purpose in life; what you represent to others in this life. You inevitably fulfil this purpose
without being able to do or change anything about it. It is, so to speak, the unconscious reason of your incarnation –
the connection to your inner self. It is the part of your genetic code that you inherited from your mother.

49.4
Principles

AREA: Emotion / Q1

The revolution based on the highest principles and not only started for the sake of power.

Potential 49 is emotional stability that is based on the adherence to principles. The rules of coexistence within a
community are established here. Potential 49 requests obedience, and if someone does not accept the rules, they
will be excluded from the community. It can either be very sensitive or insensitive to the needs of others,
depending on whether or not they abide by the common principles. If the ruling powers violate the principles,
here's the potential to start a revolution.

ASPECT: Justice
The sensitivity to the needs of society.

LIGHT
The sensitive potential to respond to the needs of the community, ensuring a just replacement of the old order.

>J<

SHADOW
Formulating the needs of the community only to ensure their support, which usually is nothing but an empty

promise (political party program) >Ma<
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s ENVIRONMENT 1ST HALF OF LIFE D-SN

This potential is always at your disposal starting from the moment of your birth. It shows how you connect with your
environment and what will always be a matter of importance between you and others. This potential also describes
the environment in which you move during the 1st half of your life, as it is the environment you respond to most, owing
to this potential.

12.3
Appropriateness

AREA: Expression / Q2

The restraint that checks an expression for appropriateness before speaking or acting.

Potential 12 has the gift to appropriately articulate emotional moods. It wants to express its emotions properly, so
that others will understand them, thus overcoming a standstill. This potential is largely driven by acoustic signals.
It is about the way you say things, rather than what you say. Exercising caution and restraint towards society is
necessary to release one's individual emotionality without hurting others or getting hurt. Depending on the mood, it
either means withdrawal or open exchange. 

ASPECT: Self-criticism
The ability for critical self-analysis.

LIGHT
One's own inadequacies are recognized and unjustified vanities can be purged through reflection. >N<

SHADOW
Inadequacies in social interaction are neither recognized nor reflected upon, which leads to rejection and thus to

self-hatred. >Ma<

START OF 2. HALF OF LIFE: 21. Feb 1996

w ENVIRONMENT 2ND HALF OF LIFE D-NN

While the potential of the 1st half of your life is always at your disposal, you will have to work hard to acquire the
potential of the 2nd half. This activation also specifies how and about what you will connect with others during the 2nd
half of your life. As the activations of the 1st and the 2nd half of life are opposites, developing this potential is a time-
consuming process.

11.3
Ideas

AREA: Mind / Q4

A state of harmony and peace as the basis for re-assessing the situation and forming new ideas.

Potential 11 is about mentally processing the meaning of experiences in order to develop new ideas. It loves being
stimulated by ideas. These ideas need not become manifest, they are mostly meant to be exchanged with others.
This potential works with the help of visual memories. It is about abstract ideas and possibilities, not logical facts.
They are mental concepts (left eye), which are supposed to help find the meaning of an experience. As soon as
one's confusion about the past has been resolved, a state of peacefulness will be restored and new ideas can
develop. 

ASPECT: Realism
The realization that peace and ideas are transitory.

LIGHT
The realistic recognition that peace is transitory and ideas come and go through the ages. >P<

SHADOW
The delusion that beauty and harmony are eternal and the ignoring of destabilizing changes. >V<
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s PERSPECTIVE 1ST HALF OF LIFE P-SN

This activation indicates your view on the world during the 1st half of your life and the potential based on which you
respond to it. This is a behaviour you were born with and which is always at your disposal. It can prove to be a
valuable resource in stressful situations.

45.1
Accumulation

AREA: Expression / Q2

The natural center of the community that attracts favourable forces, collects resources and distributes them
to everyone's benefit.

Potential 45 embodies the ability to gather material and immaterial possessions, however, not to further one's own
ends but for the benefit of a community. This potential says: "We have". It is the archetype of the patriarch who
leads his tribe autocratically for the collective good. And it is not only about material possessions, but also
intangible values such as education and upbringing. Every successful community needs to have a principle of
collecting and distributing. This potential is aware of this fact and draws its leadership quality from it.

ASPECT: Persuasion
Material direction through power of persuasion.

LIGHT
The power of persuasion to form a community and integrate people. Successful owing to education and upbringing.

>J<

SHADOW
The urge for material possessions that leads to proselytization and the energetic attempt to convince others.

>Ma<

START OF 2. HALF OF LIFE: 21. Feb 1996

w PERSPECTIVE 2ND HALF OF LIFE P-NN

This activation describes how you will perceive the world in the 2nd half of your life. As the activations of the 1st and
2nd half of life are opposites, the world changes on principle during the middle years of your life (midlife crisis). Yet, it
is actually not the world itself that changes, but your view on it and thus the way you respond to the world. This
potential needs to be developed first.

26.1
Tactic

AREA: Willpower / Q4

Targeted and tactical control of ego strength and memories, which can influence others.

Potential 26 is deliberate persuasive power and tactic. It aims at gaining maximum reward with minimum effort.
The archetype of the salesman, who is able to close a deal as he knows the right tactic. The ability to trick and
manipulate for one's own benefit or the benefit of the community serves to climb the hierarchical ladder and
assume a position in which one no longer needs to work. This potential possesses an unusual ability to find
shortcuts wherever it goes. 

ASPECT: Contentedness
To be content with what has been achieved.

LIGHT
The ability to be content with what has been achieved and only transcend limitations through dreaming. >N<

SHADOW
The dissatisfaction that will not be content with what has been achieved and take foolhardy risks to achieve

further progress. >Ma<
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y DRIVE D-Moon

This activation indicates what drives you in life. It is the fuel that “powers” your doings and dealings. In other words,
the reason why you get out of bed in the morning, but also the emotionalizing drive to spring into action. That is, in all
its periodically recurring dimensions from modest to extreme.

56.5 i

Stimulation
AREA: Expression / Q2

The flexibility to follow one's curiosity and seek stimulation in short-term activities.

Potential 56 is about the expression of stimulating stories and ideas. It is the potential to seek and to travel. One
loves to tell travellers stories that are emotionally stimulating, and travellers always have a lot of stories to tell in
return. Here, it is not about facts, knowledge or proof, but about pictures, memories and ideas. To have control
over language and its effect on the emotions of the audience is a very important issue. The more exciting and
inspiring the story, the larger the audience. It also knows how to embellish and expand on its stories, and very
often even far beyond the facts.

ASPECT: Attraction
Unusual stimulation attracts attention.

LIGHT
The ability to express unusual stimulations that lead to innovation and secure attention and support. >U<

SHADOW
Uncontrolled provocation and disturbance that can lead to rejection and opposition. >Ma<

y FOCUS P-Moon

This activation shows the focus that you never lose sight of. It reveals what you care about, what you see, what
matters to you and what you always focus on in your actions and your thinking. For your personality it is an important
principle of the mind to explore this aspect in all its extremes.

44.5
Collaboration

AREA: Intuition / Q3

The instinctive awareness that impartiality supports successful cooperation.

Potential 44 is the instinctive awareness for survival through collaboration. It has a nose for the right people for
any cooperation. It operates out of an instinctive alertness that remembers successes and setbacks from the past.
This consideration of the past is a mechanism for survival, which does not only protect the individual, but the
community they belong to. It is capable of developing the structures for a healthy cooperation.

ASPECT: Organization
Organization - the instinctive recognition of patterns.

LIGHT
The ability to find the right place for others within the hierarchy, where they can develop and serve the

community. >U<

SHADOW
To manipulatively suppress others and abuse their abilities. >Ma<
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x COMMUNICATION D-Mercury

You do not only communicate with words, but also non-verbally. This potential indicates what you communicate
without words and unconsciously by way of your aura and what others, maybe equally unconsciously, perceive in you.
Last but not least, it describes the aspect that determines your way of listening. That which you will hear over and over
again in this world.

59.4 m

Intimacy
AREA: Life Force / Q3

The vital force that overcomes resistance in order to effect intimacy and fruitful relationships.

Potential 59 is the vital force for intimacy, interaction, and fertility. It is the genetic imperative to reproduce and
create something lasting, be it in the form of children or a product of fruitful processes. It is the potential that
defines how we build up closeness and intimacy with other people. It is the vital force that tears down walls or
slowly dismantles them, always aiming at creating closeness. It implies the need to enter relationships with others
in various degrees of closeness. As it is not only limited to reproduction, this potential will prove relevant in all
kinds of social interaction.

ASPECT: True friendship
The power for non-sexual closeness and intimacy.

LIGHT
The all-encompassing union with others based on the mutual trust and lack of design that characterizes friendships.

>V<

SHADOW
The urge to pursue one's intentions with a hidden agenda, which is detrimental to maintaining true friendship.

>Me<

x MESSAGE P-Mercury

This potential indicates what occupies your mind, how you deal with sensations and about what you – consequently –
like to talk about. It is, so to speak, your message to the world and describes the aspect on which you could become
an authority to others.

44.2
Collaboration

AREA: Intuition / Q3

The instinctive awareness that impartiality supports successful cooperation.

Potential 44 is the instinctive awareness for survival through collaboration. It has a nose for the right people for
any cooperation. It operates out of an instinctive alertness that remembers successes and setbacks from the past.
This consideration of the past is a mechanism for survival, which does not only protect the individual, but the
community they belong to. It is capable of developing the structures for a healthy cooperation.

ASPECT: Management
The purposeful development of collective structures.

LIGHT
The instinct to establish and organize a common structure which will help achieve the set goals. >J<

SHADOW
The focus on objectives is so strong that one tends to ignore people, which leads to quantitative success   and

qualitative failure. >Ma<
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e MORAL D-Venus

This activation relates to the aspect of your design that governs the moral dimensions of relationships. It is also about
innocent physical sensuousness and the pleasure you get in and out of relationships as well as the way you form and
shape relationships.

7.6 m

Strategy
AREA: Identity / Q3

Strategically arranging the roles within society in order to cope with the future.

Potential 7 stands for strategically planning the future. It is thus an important component of leadership. It is about
knowing which direction to take so as to reach one’s goal. To be authorized by the collective is always mandatory
for leadership. Only then can one assume a leader's role – from the empathic guide to the authoritarian dictator,
depending on the situation. The potential is to develop foresighted strategies.

ASPECT: Administration
Administration through the responsible apportioning of power.

LIGHT
The ability to share power adequately and transfer responsibilities to others for the greater good. >Me<

SHADOW
The bureaucrat whose lust for power hardens hierarchical structures, destabilizes the system or turns it rigid. >U<

e VALUES P-Venus

This activation expresses the values and ideals that influence your partnerships and friendships. On the one hand,
these ideals are the fundament of your mind and, on the other hand, govern the physical response you experience in
your relationships with other people. It is also the activation based on which you want to be accepted and valued by
others.

9.5
Focussing

AREA: Life Force / Q4

The energy to focus and consider all aspects in detail.

Potential 9 provides the energy to focus on the details. It is the ability to concentrate, which is essential for the
entire logical process of experimenting, reviewing, repeating, practising, and perfecting. Even the longest journey
begins with a single step. It is where you put your focus and which details you pay attention to that greatly
influences the journey’s path. This potential is either overwhelmed or distracted by the details, or it makes use of
its focus on the details to reach the goal.

ASPECT: Faith
The faith that adherence to the details will help reach the goal.

LIGHT
The trust that focus on the details will lead to fulfilment. Loyalty to the letter of the law. >J<

SHADOW
The doubt that is created when there is a lack of power to concentrate and the details cannot be seen. >E<
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d CORE POWER D-Mars

This potential is probably still your diamond in the rough. It stands for the talent that is based on your very nature and
is always related to a wound. Because our deepest hurts give rise to our greatest talents. Like a clam that builds a
beautiful pearl around a painful grain of sand, this potential helps us develop our most wonderful talent.

4.5
Theses

AREA: Mind / Q3

Considering self-made theses and concepts to be valid despite the doubts that come with ignorance.

Potential 4 is about the ability to mentally create and process logical theses. It is also the imaginative power that
strives to anticipate the future. Such ideas and theses must first be tested and verified. Sometimes those theses
are sheer foolishness, but as long as they haven't been falsified, they are considered valid. If Potential 4 cannot
grasp something, it will reject it. When all aspects of a mental concept have been appraised objectively, true
understanding can evolve. The answers of Potential 4 can then lead to important changes in the world.

ASPECT: Seduction
To harness formulas through seduction.

LIGHT
The tempting potential to succeed through the understanding of others and pocket the reward. >J<

SHADOW
Destructive cynicism that comes with having to acknowledge that others have better understanding than oneself.

>P<

d CREATIVITY P-Mars

This potential is the source of your martial and boisterous assertiveness, which can be refined and tamed in the
course of your life. On the one hand, this kind of creativity calls for other people’s tolerance and, on the other hand,
wants to be defended offensively. If in the course of this struggle, your creativeness gets the chance to develop with
ease, then your full potential will unfold.

57.6 m

Intuition
AREA: Intuition / Q3

The possibility to reach to penetrating clarity by way of intuitive alertness.

Potential 57 is the intuitive awareness that ensures survival. It is the source of awareness which all mammals
possess, and represents man's deep intuition that ensures well-being and survival. It is very keen-eared and
attributed to the right ear. It is sensitive to sounds and vibrations. The source of this awareness is the fear of the
future. Its mode is to stay alert and pay attention in the Now in order to sense and anticipate dangers and chances
well in advance. It is not made to be influenced by others. By way of selective hearing it is able to distinguish
which information is essential for its survival and which isn't. 

ASPECT: Utilization
Utilization based on intuitive problem-solving.

LIGHT
The ability to make the best out of a situation, as one accepts that intuition alone is not always sufficient to ensure

a successful process. >U<

SHADOW
The angry disappointment that comes with recognizing that intuitive clarity can in fact recognize a futile action,

but not avoid it. >Ma<
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c PROTECTION D-Jupiter

This activation represents one of your “lucky stars”. This is the aspect in which you can encounter favourable
circumstances and experience fortunate strokes of serendipity. It is the potential that – if developed properly – protects
and promotes, if you are open to recognizing and accepting those lucky breaks.

7.1 i

Strategy
AREA: Identity / Q3

Strategically arranging the roles within society in order to cope with the future.

Potential 7 stands for strategically planning the future. It is thus an important component of leadership. It is about
knowing which direction to take so as to reach one’s goal. To be authorized by the collective is always mandatory
for leadership. Only then can one assume a leader's role – from the empathic guide to the authoritarian dictator,
depending on the situation. The potential is to develop foresighted strategies.

ASPECT: Authoritarian
The capacity to guide with authority.

LIGHT
The ability of conveying elementary rules and values to others and to lead based on this security. >V<

SHADOW
The belief that only one's own way is the right way, and the conviction that this way must be enforced with

authority. >Me<

c PROSPERITY / WELL-BEING P-Jupiter

This aspect represents your source of growth, prosperity and wealth. It is not only a matter of material wealth, but of
all aspects of thriving and prospering. By realizing this aspect you will enter into your life’s material flow, which is
always closely connected to your mind-set – your Spirit.

29.6 m

Commitment
AREA: Life Force / Q3

Steadfast commitment that welcomes new cycles of experiences.

Potential 29 is the vital force to commit oneself to experiences and persevere. It is the potential to become fully
involved in a process without knowing where one is headed. It is the potential of “Saying Yes” to life and
experiences. It provides the vital force that keeps a person at what they do, no matter how difficult the
circumstances. It is persistent and will also accept tasks and responsibilities just to have something that requires
staying power. Sometimes it is also the gate of “Saying No” to life, if it does not accept that life can be difficult,
too.

ASPECT: Blind luck
A leap in the dark.

LIGHT
The drive is so powerful that an experience is made even without the awareness of what good it will do. Blind luck.

>Ma<

SHADOW
The question about Why and What for is so strong that the experience cannot be made and there is withdrawal

instead. >J<
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r STRUCTURE D-Saturn

This activation provides you with structure, but also discloses your limits. You need to live up to this potential with
earnestness and a sense of duty. It challenges you to live your life authentically and, with the appropriate self-
discipline, fill it with order and clarity. It is the kind of seriousness in life that demands hard work and tenacity.

1.3
Originality

AREA: Identity / Q4

The power to express individual, creative inspiration.

Potential 1 stands for originality and creation out of one's individual self. It is the huge potential for creativity that
wants to express itself and get attention. Creativity occurs in moments of solitude, suddenly and unpredictably. It
wants to unfold for its own sake, not for money or recognition. This potential represents a creative power that
cannot be forced deliberately. 

ASPECT: To keep things going
The need for expression independent of success.

LIGHT
The deep need to express one's own personality and to keep the energy, the creative process going. >Ma<

SHADOW
Material interests stall the flow of creativity. >E<

r DISCIPLINE P-Saturn

For you, this activation represents an important “law of nature”. It demands of you exactly the same kind of discipline,
patience and consistency that every farmer has to muster. Your life challenges you to let this aspect mature in an
authentic and true way. Infringing the rules of nature, however, could lead to stern reprimands. Living up to this
activation in an authentic way will help you bring in a bountiful harvest.

43.5
Insight

AREA: Mind / Q4

The individual insight that originates from the inner voice and determinedly establishes new orders.

Potential 43 is the mental gift to generate sudden individual insights. Also in the form of the proverbial “inner
voices” and “dropped pennies”. It has its very individual way of structuring knowledge. This potential is only
interested in its own insights and frequently deaf to the explanations of others, as it must know things for itself.
Here, insight happens impulsively, unpredictably. Suddenly it knows what there is to know. Until then the mind can
also be focused on inner voices and sounds. Knowledge that is generated this way represents a very subjective and
individual truth – freaky or ingenious.

ASPECT: Relatedness
The gift of sharing one's insights with others.

LIGHT
The gift of knowing when and to what extent individual insights can be shared with others. >Mo<

SHADOW
Out of the need for harmony, the tendency to adapt individual knowledge to the receptivity of others, which

makes a breakthrough impossible. >V<
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f INNOVATION POWER D-Uranus

“Who, if not you? When, if not now?”, is what this activation seems to call. Behind it lies your strong power of
innovation related to this aspect. This represents an uncommonly creative aspect in you. It is that singular knowledge
that cannot be explained. It is also the aspect in which we feel boxed in and dissatisfied.

56.4 i

Stimulation
AREA: Expression / Q2

The flexibility to follow one's curiosity and seek stimulation in short-term activities.

Potential 56 is about the expression of stimulating stories and ideas. It is the potential to seek and to travel. One
loves to tell travellers stories that are emotionally stimulating, and travellers always have a lot of stories to tell in
return. Here, it is not about facts, knowledge or proof, but about pictures, memories and ideas. To have control
over language and its effect on the emotions of the audience is a very important issue. The more exciting and
inspiring the story, the larger the audience. It also knows how to embellish and expand on its stories, and very
often even far beyond the facts.

ASPECT: Expediency
Stimulation out of prudent calculation.

LIGHT
The clever calculation which feelings to withhold and which expression to use for securing protection. >Mo<

SHADOW
The nervous fear of exposure of one's true feelings, which would threaten support. >Me<

f RENEWAL P-Uranus

This is the aspect of your personality that demands individuality and freedom. Herein lies your exceptional talent to
shed new light on this aspect. Here, you should not adapt yourself to what is conventional, but move toward
completely new and individual paths. As your contribution to renewing the world.

31.1
Influence

AREA: Expression / Q2

The effective expression that establishes the claim to leadership within the collective.

Potential 31 represents leadership into the future. It has a strong influence on others, most of all through the use
of language. It says, “I lead you”. Here, a strategy becomes manifest by means of influence. It is the potential to
become a figurehead who influentially determines leadership. It puts into words which one of the strategies will
achieve the desired results. It will be heard, provided that it has been authorized by the collective. It is about
expressing one's influence for the benefit of the collective as well as establishing a secure future for the collective.

ASPECT: Manifestation
Influence through the expression of leadership.

LIGHT
The ability to naturally express leadership and to be a light for those who wish to follow and authorize such

leadership. >S<

SHADOW
The claim to leadership that is only a promise and sooner or later will lose its followers. >E<
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v BACKGROUND D-Neptune

This activation makes dreams and reality melt into one. For you, this is a mystical aspect that goes well beyond the
obvious and wants to get to the bottom of things. As a consequence, this aspect can also be a source of confusion
and deception. Here, a search can become an addiction.

32.6 m

Continuity
AREA: Intuition / Q3

The instinctive awareness that continuity within the community can only be achieved through making changes.

Potential 32 represents the awareness of survival through continuity within the community. It is the instinct for the
true value of someone or something. On the one hand, survival at a material level requires the community to adapt
and transform while, on the other hand, it preserves what has been established. It means being aware of what
needs to be changed in order to ensure continuity. It is the archetype of the conservative CFO, who calculates and
acts with caution as careful practice will secure long-term success and prevent material failure. 

ASPECT: Inner tranquility
Tranquility that calmly faces changes.

LIGHT
The instinctive awareness that change and transformation can be accepted with equanimity. >P<

SHADOW
Fear that is engendered when change is experienced as impermanence, which can lead to restlessness, depression

and self-destruction. >N<

v VEIL P-Neptune

This aspect holds your entrance into a veiled and hidden world away from the “tough”, dual reality. This activation
challenges you to surrender yourself, to trust, to abandon conscious control and immerse yourself in the unconscious,
so as to experience your existence on a different, “spiritual” level.

50.3
Values

AREA: Intuition / Q3

The awareness of rules and values that can be useful and enriching today and in future.

Potential 50 represents intelligence that is based on values and ethical consciousness. It is the root of human
intelligence, which is necessary to secure the survival of our species. Here is where all awareness of survival is
brought together and concentrated. It is also the place where values and laws for coexistence are defined. This
potential is forever reviewing and enforcing values, but also changing and refining them. The awareness of knowing
which responsibility to assume or reject originates here. It is all a matter of values.

ASPECT: Adaptability
The awareness that support is necessary.

LIGHT
The wisdom to ally with strong forces, seeing that one cannot make it alone and one's values could not be

maintained otherwise. >Mo<

SHADOW
The frustration in realizing that one cannot make it alone and that one is forced to accept or adapt to other

values. >Me<
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t INNER TRUTH D-Pluto

This activation shows the theme that needs developing. The ruling principle is that old things have to be destroyed in
order for new things to blossom and develop. This involves letting go of fixed ideas and accustomed behaviours.

29.2
Commitment

AREA: Life Force / Q3

Steadfast commitment that welcomes new cycles of experiences.

Potential 29 is the vital force to commit oneself to experiences and persevere. It is the potential to become fully
involved in a process without knowing where one is headed. It is the potential of “Saying Yes” to life and
experiences. It provides the vital force that keeps a person at what they do, no matter how difficult the
circumstances. It is persistent and will also accept tasks and responsibilities just to have something that requires
staying power. Sometimes it is also the gate of “Saying No” to life, if it does not accept that life can be difficult,
too.

ASPECT: The ability to judge
Assessing whether commitment is appropriate.

LIGHT
The ability to judge and the caution to assess the challenges of an experience and only accept it when one feels

properly forearmed. >S<

SHADOW
The inability to assess whether an experience should be made and whether one's strenght will hold out to the end.

>V<

t TRANSFORMATION P-Pluto

When reality kicks in, so does fear. Mortal fear. This activation is closely connected to the fear of death. The question
is: What can become “real”? What could be transformed in your innermost being, if this fear did not exist? How would
you live this aspect, if you accepted death as a part of your life?

29.5
Commitment

AREA: Life Force / Q3

Steadfast commitment that welcomes new cycles of experiences.

Potential 29 is the vital force to commit oneself to experiences and persevere. It is the potential to become fully
involved in a process without knowing where one is headed. It is the potential of “Saying Yes” to life and
experiences. It provides the vital force that keeps a person at what they do, no matter how difficult the
circumstances. It is persistent and will also accept tasks and responsibilities just to have something that requires
staying power. Sometimes it is also the gate of “Saying No” to life, if it does not accept that life can be difficult,
too.

ASPECT: Overreaching oneself
To say yes, even if there are not sufficient resources.

LIGHT
The drive to say Yes is so powerful that one can easily overreach oneself. >S<

SHADOW
Overreaching onself as one's own strength is believed to be bigger than it is. Ambition that gets shipwrecked. >E<
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WOUND / INHIBITING MINDSET

"I have to adapt and suppress my individuality so as not to be excluded."

g HEALING POWER D-Chiron

This aspect does not activate a gate in your Resource Force Field. It represents the invisible power that is always
present and - as an answer to your Resource Force Field - is at your disposal behind the scenes so that old wounds
can be healed.

60.6
Realism

AREA: Drive / Q4

The realism that accepts limitations as a basis to overcome them.

Potential 60 is the power to realistically accept limitations and to preserve what exists. At the same time it is the
basis for mutations to develop. It is not about continuous improvement, mind you, but about the sudden impulse
for basic innovation. Such mutations cannot be influenced deliberately. They just happen – or they don't. It is the
point of origin of sudden and individual bursts of energy. And this is what also makes it the source of melancholy
that arises when nothing happens. It is the root of a person’s creative power. For even when nothing seems to
happen, a great deal happens in fact.

ASPECT: Rigidity
The rigidity to keep up limitations.

LIGHT
The rigidity to maintain limitations, but at the same time allowing for deviations and innovations to lessen their

severity. >U<

g HEALING BEHAVIOR P-Chiron

This aspect does not activate a gate in your Resource Force Field. It shows, however, which behaviour represents a
valuable, yet hidden resource in you. This healing attitude indicates in which aspect you are called on to contribute to
the welfare of others, which will contribute to your own “healing” in turn.

60.5
Realism

AREA: Drive / Q4

The realism that accepts limitations as a basis to overcome them.

Potential 60 is the power to realistically accept limitations and to preserve what exists. At the same time it is the
basis for mutations to develop. It is not about continuous improvement, mind you, but about the sudden impulse
for basic innovation. Such mutations cannot be influenced deliberately. They just happen – or they don't. It is the
point of origin of sudden and individual bursts of energy. And this is what also makes it the source of melancholy
that arises when nothing happens. It is the root of a person’s creative power. For even when nothing seems to
happen, a great deal happens in fact.

ASPECT: Leadership
Leadership in times of limitation.

LIGHT
The leadership that moves within limitations, as it recognizes that destroying the limitations would create nothing

but new problems. >N<
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"PSYCHOLOGY & HEALTH"

Whoopi Goldberg

A core aspect of your energetic system is the „colors“ underneath the surface.

The following pages provide you with an overview of – which motivation moves you, - your perception of
the world, - which diet and nutrition-related behaviour, - which sense of perception and – which

environment are beneficial to your health and – which Cognitive Type you are.
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MOTIVATION *)

Before an actor or an actress starts acting, they need to know “why” they do what they do in a certain scene. In other
words, they try to get to the bottom of what motivates a character to act in a particular way. Likewise, you were born
with a certain basic motivation, which “colours” your behaviour and allows a better understanding of why your
potentials and talents unfold the way they do. A person with the same predispositions, but a different motivation,
would behave in a different manner.

"Guilt"

The urge to judge in order to find out what is to blame and bring about change through practical solutions.

It is my basic motivation to find out what is to blame when things don’t run as smoothly as they should and how to
improve things or steer them towards a new direction. This has a considerable effect on my environment, as people
expect my ability to judge to lead to constructive solutions. However, I can only contribute in this way, if I’m ready
to assume responsibility and therefore potentially take a part of the blame. For whenever something is done
effectively, transforming the “old” into something “new” and improved, it can be to some people’s disadvantage.
The question of guilt will always play a part in my life, in all its aspects. Because “you can’t make an omelette
without breaking eggs”. And no one knows better than me.

*)This part of the analysis is only reliable when there is an exact birthtime (max ±5 Min).

PERSPECTIVE

Imagine different people observing a situation or an event. Even though every one of them sees one and the same
thing, each viewer will perceive and describe different aspects of what has been seen. This aspect of the Force Field
Analysis looks at your perception of things and of the world as such.

"Political"

The political spirit that knows how to identify power structures and chances in its environment and use them
for its own ends.

My perception is shaped by the fact that I am very good at sensing and seeing through connections and relationships
at life’s material level. This view is a good basis for me to be successful myself and find my way within political or
any other kind of power structures. I see who is powerful, who is successful and which relationships and structures
are necessary to achieve outstanding success at a material level. This perception provides me with a keen sense of
different social environments and enables me to see what could possibly be changed and developed. Based on this
perception I know how to identify chances of my own and use them to my advantage, or to actively change or
shape my environment.
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HEALTH AND NUTRITION *)

The beneficial diet and nutrition-related behaviour describe what and how your body digests most effectively, and the
best way for your body to absorb the substances in your food that it needs most. So on the one hand, this is about
what you eat and drink and, on the other hand, about the atmosphere that is beneficial to you when you do it. If you
keep this in mind, you will feel more vital, efficient, healthier, and find it easier to keep or achieve your ideal body
weight. Also, there is mention of your most important sense of perception when it comes to selecting the food that is
beneficial to you.

Light - indirect - "Nocturnal Eater" / Sensory Perception: Feeling

The "Nocturnal Eater": Has a modern digestive system and can digest a lot. However: He or she is very
sensitive to light and needs darkness to faciliate digestion. As a consequence, this type needs to pay
attention to when they eat, rather than what they eat. They should eat their food in dark rooms or
after sunset. The body cannot digest when directly exposed to sunlight. Only during the quiet and calm
of night will digestion be possible. Hence, the main meal of the day is the evening meal. The most
important physical sense is the sense of emotional perception. Food should create a feeling of well-
being and not blur the act of sensitive emotional perception. In this type awareness is created after
they have experienced and felt something. This type attaches great importance to how food “feels”,
which energies it possesses. This type has a flexible immune system. By giving the body time to fully
process experiences, the immune system will be able to learn.

*)This part of the analysis is only reliable when there is an exact birthtime (max ±5 Min).

BENEFICIAL ENVIRONMENT

The beneficial environment describes the setting in which you can best unfold your talents and potentials. This is
essentially about the character of a room or a landscape – what you see and which feelings or stimulations the
environment provides. At the same time the beneficial environment characterizes the way you should make contact
with other people.

Production / Action - cool/dry

The environment most beneficial to developing your talents is shaped by productive activity. It is a
place where things are designed, processed or assembled. In this case, it is rather a matter of cool or
dry environment which allows you to remain physically passive. It is also a kind of processing that needs
the input of mental energy as well.
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COGNITION TYPE *)

The Cognition Type describes the way one processes information and the activity mode in which one’s life unfolds.
The attached “animal name” is only supposed to convey an archetypical image and help differentiate whether a
Cognitive Type tends to be survival-minded (predator) or experience-minded (resource animal).

RRRR, ""Alf"" No-mindedness - Flow

I am in a passive flow with experiences and the environment, and am very receptive to everything
that’s happening around. Without firm intentions or plans my life unfolds with ease, if I can simply live
in the Now, without pressure. I am a valuable resource for other people, as the depth of awareness
created by my experiences has a transforming effect on others.

MIND AND APPROACH *)

I have a receptive mind that is present in the Now, observing and absorbing everything around me
without specific intention. Within this undirected and unfocussed presence in the Now, I deeply
absorb my environment, amassing a huge amount of knowledge along the way. This can make me a
very valuable resource to others who do not have an equally keen and all-encompassing sense of
perception.

ACTIVITY MODE und RELATIONSHIP MODE

I live life in a passive flow with my experiences and my environment, relaxed and without the
pressure to survive. To me, life cannot be planned in advance, but represents a series of
experiences. I am acutely present in the Now and let other people approach me. I love to deal with
the topics arising in my environment.

*)This part of the analysis is only reliable when there is an exact birthtime (max ±5 Min).
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"PROFESSION & CALLING"

Whoopi Goldberg

When one’s calling becomes one’s profession and success seems to unfold completely effortlessly, then
a person is in their prime/ at the peak of their powers.

The following pages provide information about your very own prosperity mode and the way prosperity and
wealth will unfold with ease in your life. Prosperity has a different meaning to everyone, and the measure

for wealth is not equal to the “maximum”, but the “optimum”.

The complex information on the following pages largely requires professional explanation. Your 64keys
consultant will support you in understanding the multitude of levels and help you develop the resulting

mode for unfolding your potentials in your job in the best possible way.
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TALENT IN THE VALUE CREATION PROCESS

Every person has their certain domain in the value-creation process where they can unfold their talents in the best
possible way. Together with your specializations and potentials, this describes the basis for your mode of success.

TALENT IN THE VALUE CREATION PROCESS

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
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31
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15TRANSFORMATION / value-based

DISSEMINATION / market-oriented

CONTACT / client-oriented

REALIZATION / action-oriented

DEVELOPMENT / product-oriented

ANALYSIS / resource-oriented

LEGEND

TRANSFORMATION Keywords on the talent "TRANSFORMATION": 
values-based, visionary, individual, transforming, humanitarian, philantropic, 
e.g. Human Resources, social welfare jobs, outside of the value creation chain

DISSEMINATION Keywords on talent "DISSEMINATION": 
market-oriented, expansive, conquering, practical, realistic, global, 
e.g. media, marketing, PR, advertising, distribution, administration, logistics

CONTACT Keywords on talent "CONTACT": 
client-oriented, empathic, sensitive, personal, 
e.g. sales, customer service, communication, assistance

REALIZATION Keywords on talent "REALIZATION": 
action-oriented, strategic, trying, improving, 
e.g. production, implementation, application, materialization

DEVELOPMENT Keywords on talent "DEVELOPMENT": 
product-oriented, quality-conscious, passionate, user-related, 
e.g. creation, concept, design, perfection, inventiveness

ANALYSIS Keywords on talent "ANALYSIS": 
resource-oriented, creating fundamentals, safeguarding, investigative, 
e.g. investigation, research, project planning, purchasing
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COOPERATION PROFILE

Of course, every person is capable of operating in every kind of cooperation mode, so for instance alone, in teams, or
in large organizations. This chart shows you which cooperation mode is suited best to help you unfold your talents and
which modes are probably not beneficial in the long run.

COOPERATION PROFILE

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

91

56

100

50

50

44situationally FLEXIBLE

in larger ORGANIZATIONS

in NETWORKS

in supportive COMMUNITIES

PARTNERSHIP with a second person

autonomous and INDEPENDENT

IMPACT IN TEAMS

Every person can work in a team. In order to find satisfaction in teamwork, a high team presence is an advantage. A
team requires 12 Penta aspects to work efficiently. Which aspects you will bring into a team process are described
below.

AUTHENTIC TEAM ROLE coordinate

PENTA ROLE Role

PRESENCE IN TEAM PENTAS

low medium strong very strong

Penta Aspects you contribute:

Implementation (1), Planning (7), Commitment (29), Structure (31)
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APPEARANCE

A person’s appearance describes the characteristic trait that can be perceived by others and which results from
unfolding one’s personality authentically. 

AUTHENTIC APPEARANCE

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

14

100

14

57
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14EXEMPLARY / visionary

MOTIVATING / wise

EMPATHIC / open-hearted

EXPERIENCED / humorous

TALENTED / passionate

SECURE / daring

LEGEND

EXEMPLARY / visionary People who have this kind of charisma are authentic as they simply "do their thing",
living up to their individuality. This may have an exemplary or even visionary effect
on others. 

MOTIVATING / wise This charisma is based on the wisdom of what is virtually feasible and the ability to
motivate others to follow a promising path. 

EMPATHIC / open-hearted This charisma will open the door to others. To approach one's neighbour with an open
heart, perceiving and responding to their needs.

EXPERIENCED / humorous This charisma is always connected to a certain humorous way of "being above things".
Because only those will fail, who do not get up after falling down.

TALENTED / passionate This charisma will present itself when a person passionately follows their talents
and their specialization. 

SECURE / daring This confident charisma is based on creating or mastering the principles. This is why
one can show courage and undertake bold ventures.
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PROSPERITY PROFILE

Material wealth, security and growth are among the basic needs of every man and woman, and rightly so. Still, they
do not mean the same to everyone. Each person has their individual mode of how to master the material plane. This
chart shows you how the different prosperity modes are defined in your life and how you can personally tap into the
power of the material “flow”. 

PROSPERITY PROFILE

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

17

33

17

33

25

100INDEPENDENT of resources

ACCUMULATING / increasing

CHARITABLE / sharing

INVESTING / enjoying

STEERING / influential

SOLID / existential

DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE

Talent 4.5 Dissemination

Cooperation 7.1 Autonomous

Appearance 43.2 Passionate

Prosperity 29.6 Independent

LEGEND

INDEPENDENT A master in the art of living likes to be free of material attachments. In this case "being in
the flow" and "living from hand to mouth" is equivalent to material prosperity. Here, the
focus is not on the accumulation of reserves, but on the basic principle of life to have
exactly what is needed at any given moment.

ACCUMULATION Here, prosperity means gathering resources and building reserves. It will help one sleep better.
These resources also lead to influence because others know about them. The rate between
accumulating resources and spending them should be well balanced in order to avoid the danger
of becoming closefisted.

CHARITY In this case prosperity is created through generously sharing with people who have less than
oneself. Sharing for charitable reasons will make sure that resources keep being replenished. A
strong social streak is useful to see who actually needs and deserves to receive one’s resources.

INVESTMENT It is conducive to prosperity when the available resources are wisely invested. This may also go
beyond personal means (e.g. in the form of loans). In this mode one can also generate income
through skilful investments and a certain readiness to assume risks, while at the same time
heartily enjoying one's life.

STEERING Here prosperity is created by steering resources that are not one's own. And yet, this is also the
way to meet one’s own material needs. It is not about having large personal resources, but
about having an influence on how other people use theirs.

SOLIDITY Prosperity is created if one’s material existence is secured and well established, if there are
reserves available, if there is a good overview of income and expenditure, and no major risks
are being taken. In this mode, one will rest easier if there are only few liabilities and one only
spends what one has earned.
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LEADERSHIP STYLE

Nobody can lead like you do! This chart displays your authentic behaviour in management and the leadership style
that will make others follow and trust you. This leadership style does not only refer to an active role, but also applies to
the way you would like to be led yourself.

AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP STYLE

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

50

100

50

100

75

50EXEMPLARY / inspiring

GOAL-ORIENTED / motivating

CONSENSUAL / convincing

SITUATIONAL / activating

DEMOCRATIC / participative

CONFIDENT / determining

IMPACT IN ORGANIZATIONS (>15 Persons)

This chart indicates the areas in which you will be most effective when working in a larger organization (starting with
16 people). The graphic also shows which should be the dominant Powerbase in an organization in order for you to be
energetically supported in your leadership role.

O16-POWERBASE (%)

28%

32%

16%
21%

Administration

Rivalry/Competition

Direction

Communication

Logic

Innovation

PRESENCE IN ORGANIZATIONS

low medium strong very strong
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MISSION

Every person is born with a certain mission, a certain “cross”. In a manner of speaking, every human being has to
carry their individual “cross”. 64keys distinguishes between 768 crosses. The following text is an attempt to briefly
outline your personal task.

The personal Cross of Explanation (4)

This mission is about establishing revolutionary new orders based on explaining my individual insights
which have their source in my inner voice. Owing to my capability of efficient thinking and my
imagination for shaping the future I can change collective principles and rules through patient and
precise communication. For me, it is important to defend my individual expression so as to devote
myself to my unique mental processes and help my insights get accepted. In doing so, I must be careful
not to jump the gun. Based on a strong sensitiveness to the collective needs and a keen sense of
justice, I know how to formulate new principles that will replace old orders. I have the potential to
propose inspired theses and, with a talent for acting, lend them plausibility to secure their influence.
Based on this mission, I am able to destroy outdated principles and rules in my environment through my
inner knowledge and my talent for explanations and lay the foundation for new orders.

PROFILE

While the life’s mission describes your role in life, the mode represents your approach. Your profile (64keys
distinguishes between 12 different profiles) also stands for the way your social life unfolds and the manner in which
you approach the tasks in your life.

2/4 Selective Networker "DIVA"

I passionately pursue what I am interested in. I engage with my networks and make influential
contributions. In order to devote myself to my passions undisturbed, I tend to retire from time to time.
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MAGIC SQUARE

The Magic Square is meant to depict the “psychology” of your personality. This page needs the accompanying
explanations of your 64keys consultant.
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NOTE TO THIS ANALYSIS
The results of this Force Field Analysis are based exclusively on your birth data. For some parts of the analyses the
precise time of birth is relevant and necessary. Should the time of birth used differ from the actual time of birth by
more than 5-10 minutes, not all parts of the analysis are 100% reliable.

Of course, this report cannot replace personal analysis and counselling, as many nuances have to be examined with a
view to all of the multifaceted levels of information. We hope that these pages will be useful for you. We look forward
to addressing them in more detail, should you decide for a personal consultation.

Consultation with 64keys

Private:
- Written Force Field Analyses

- Personal Development Coaching
- Money and Prosperity Coaching

- Partnership and Marriage Counselling
- Family Analyses and Counselling

- Counselling on the best possible advancement of children
- Health Counselling (recommended as of babyhood)

For your Work-Life:
- Analysis of Talents, Potentials and Personality

- Career Coaching
- Management Coaching
- Recruitment Consulting

Sport:
- Team Analyses and Recruitment Consulting

- Team Coaching
- Consulting for Training and Development

For consultations, please contact:
Your Name

your-email@domain.com
www.your-domain.com

This Analysis was created with "64keys" Software.
All rights reserved - © 64keys Media GmbH
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